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  Amazon Adventure Willard Price,1949 Two American
boys find exciting adventure as they follow the
Amazon in search of snakes and animals for their
father's collection.
  Amazon Adventure Deth Huntley,Beth Huntley,1989
Describes the history of the Amazon River region,
the plants, animals, and people that inhabit it,
and its uncertain future in the face of rapidly
encroaching modern civilization.
  Death on the River of Doubt: Theodore
Roosevelt's Amazon Adventure Samantha
Seiple,2017-01-03 The action-packed true story of
President Theodore Roosevelt's dangerous adventure
down one of the most treacherous rivers on Earth.
Death on the River of Doubt takes readers inside
the thrilling journey that unfolds as Theodore
Roosevelt and his companions navigate the
Amazonian River of Doubt through an unforgiving
and unpredictable jungle. With new threats at
every turn, from blood-thirsty piranhas and raging
rapids to starvation, disease, and a traitor in
their own ranks, it seems that not everyone will
make it out alive.Through it all, the indomitable
Teddy Roosevelt remained determined to complete
their mission and rewrite the map of the world. Or
die trying.With letters, diary entries, maps,
photos, and more, Death on the River of Doubt is a
comprehensive narrative nonfiction thriller and
the first young adult book to tell this
unbelievable tale.
  Amazon Adventure Larry Bischof,William Brian
Lowry,1992 In keeping with his mission to help
solve Earth's pressing environmental problems, the
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teenage alien hero Widget and his human friends
travel to the Amazon rainforest to save endangered
trees.
  Up the Creek John Harrison,2012 'During recent
years a sinister shadow has fallen across the
world of travel and travel-writing. It's name is
Sponsorship' writes Dervla Murphy in her foreword
to John Harrison's unsponsored Amazon adventure,
an extremely hazardous canoe trip taken just for
the hell of it up one of the more obscure
tributaries of the Amazon. Harrison's tale is
compelling, full of suspense, humour and wonderful
descriptions of Amazon wildlife, all told in down-
to-earth unpretentious language with disarming
honesty. His quest to reach the upper limit of the
Jari river in Brazil and portage his canoe across
the border into French Guiana is ambitious,
exciting and, ultimately, flawed, but it's the
trip itself, full of unexpected encounters,
crippling bouts of malaria, moments of intense
emotion mixed with just a tinge of madness, which
is as inspiring as the tales of even the earliest
adventurers.John Harrison uses vigorous,
unpretentious language combined with stunning
descriptions of Amazonian wildlife.Up the Creek
was originally published by Bradt in 1986 and
remains as relevant to the spirit of exploration
and real, raw travel writing today as it was then.
Reviews at that time hailed Harrison's adventure
as epic.
  Amazon Nights Arthur O. Friel,2005-03-01 When
one thinks of the classic adventure-story authors
of the pulp fiction era, H. Rider Haggard, Talbot
Mundy, and Rafael Sabatini may come first to mind.
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But Arthur O. Friel's stellar contributions --
particularly his stories featuring Lourenco and
Pedro, two workers on a rubber-tree plantation in
the Amazon Jungle. Their adventures in the
Amazon's mysterious back-country certainly deserve
honorable mention. Here are tales of peril and
last-minute rescue, brutal savages and men of
honor, snake-worshipping armies and half-ape Lost
Races-and many more! For in the shadows of the
rain-forest, many evils lurk . . . human and
otherwise! Features a new introduction by Darrell
Schweitzer, eight short stories, and The Jararaca,
a complete novel.
  The Land Beyond Time Adventure in the Amazon
Alexander Molnar,2000-05 The Land Beyond Time is a
non-stop, fast paced, action packed adventure that
takes place in the jungles of the Amazon River. It
is a story about traitors, sabotage, espionage,
greed, hate, love and romance, cold blooded
murder, and justice. It is the story about the
trials and tribulations of a dozen human beings
who’s sabotaged aircraft crashes into the Amazon
jungle. The crash survivors, 6 men and 6 women,
including 2 drug cartel bosses, being extradited
to the US, now must compete against their
individual fears, each other and those unknown
unexplained challenges facing them in the hot,
wet, dangerous jungle. The terrifying but strange
animals that abound there, like the giant spiders,
boars, anacondas, and crocodiles; two hostile
tribes and the headhunters; a Colombian drug
cartel group of professional killers coming to
rescue their bosses; and a small, but elite team
of US Marines conducting search and rescue
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operations for the crash survivors; all are tossed
together in the jungles of the Amazon. Our
adventure begins during December 1999, in Lima,
Peru, when a US military aircraft (C141) preparing
to take a number of government passengers back to
the US, is commandeered by an Embassy official. He
orders the aircraft to take on10 additional
passengers, including two recently captured
Colombian drug lords being extradited to the US.
Hours into the flight the plane is sabotaged by
someone onboard and it crashes into the Amazon
River dumping the survivors into the hostile
terrain north of Manaus, Brazil. Two of the 12
crash survivors are immediately separated from the
main group and have adventures of their own to
contend just to remain alive. The remaining
survivors are captured by one of two hostile
tribes (the In’gou and San’gou). The survivors are
taken to the In’gou village and interrogated,
while second tribe prepares to attack the In’gou
village to pre-empt an escaped prisoner’s arrival
there, who possesses information which could
change the delicate balance of power in the
jungle. Back in Peru, an Embassy official is
fingered as an espionage agent for the major drug
cartel. The official gets nervous and runs to his
new bosses in Colombia. Meanwhile, the cartel
sends 24 professional killers to retrieve their
two drug bosses from the sabotaged aircraft. Their
additional instructions are to eliminate all the
remaining passengers. When the aircraft fails to
show up at Manaus as planned, the cartel’s killers
immediately begin a search pattern, and within
hours of finding the crashed aircraft, their
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journey begins. Back in Lima, the Non-Commissioned
Officer in Charge (NCOIC) of the Marine Security
Guard (MSG) Detachment, a friend of Al Ranlom, a
former Marine who is aboard the missing aircraft,
hears of the espionage and the plane crash. Not
one to stand by and watch, the NCOIC forms an
unofficial search and rescue team, which picks up
the trail of the missing craft and her survivors.
The dangers to all involved: the survivors, the
cartel’s professional killers and the Marine
Security Detachment rescuers, are found in every
turn they take. They are all around them, in the
trees, at ground level, on, under and above the
waterways, swamps and mangroves. These hazards eat
away at their self confidence, and tears at their
moral fabric. They are tested continuously,
passing one test only to encounter another
challenge. If it isn’t attacks by giant spiders,
anacondas, and crocodiles, it’s tigers, flesh
eating worms and blood sucking bats. Or it’s
problems from hostile tribes or from the natural
environment, like earthquakes and lava flows or
from the failure of their sophisticated equipment,
like the GPS systems, radios, and walkie-talk
  Amazon Adventure Williard Price,2005 Hal and
Roger are plunged into the depths of adventure
down the Amazon River. When they go off course
into the greatest jungle on earth their trip turns
into the survival of the fittest. They must
struggle against hostile Indians, wild animals and
a raging flood.
  Amazon Adventure Willard Price,1972
  Danger on the Amazon Robert P. Long,2016-09-27
DANGER ON THE AMAZON leads Rick and his friends
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from Alaska to Hawaii, and then to the Amazon
River in Brazil. Here the canoeing begins at a
tributary running from the mountains. Swift waters
with dangerous rocks and whirlpools challenge the
canoers. Uncivilized natives, hostile to strangers
are encountered. As they proceed they fish and
hunt for their food. They make friends with some
natives, but others attack them. This 30 day
adventure canoeing portrays an exciting view of
the life and culture of natives in the Amazon Rain
Forest.
  Amazon Adventure Dan Green,2013-11-05 Put your
chemistry to the test when you take over a
chocolate factory. Get to grips with biology as
you venture through the Amazon Rainforest. Swat up
on astronomy as you navigate through the Solar
System. And use your physics know-how to escape a
haunted fun fair! Questions are carefully chosen
to address core science subjects for the age
group. Finding the answers enables readers to
advance through the story, learning more about
science with every step they take.Clues are dotted
along the way, and wrong turns will direct readers
towards the right answer! A glossary explains
scientific words and provides added reference
material. Readers must use their problem-solving
skills and scientific knowledge to navigate
through four thrilling adventures. Questions are
carefully chosen to address core science subjects
for the age group. Finding the answers enables
readers to advance through the story, learning
more about science with every step they
take.Science Quest series includes:Amazon
Adventure - Learn about Biology
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(978-1-60992-506-2) Fall 2013Lost in Space - Learn
about Astronomy (978-1-60992-507-9) Fall 2013Fun
Fair Fright - Learn about Physics
(978-1-60992-504-8) Spring 2014The Secret Formula
- Learn about Chemistry (978-1-60992-505-5) Spring
2014
  Head Hunters of the Amazon Fritz W. Up de
Graff,1923
  Animal Quest 6 David R Smith,2019-06-05
Professor Feathers, Olivia, and Alex enter a
magical portal into a dark and dangerous world of
adventure. Deep in the Amazon Rainforest, trees
are being cut down by the thousands every day. The
threat to the animals that live there is very
real--but the threat to the whole planet is even
greater! Will they be able to stop the damage to
the rainforest, and rescue Alex's lost spider
monkey, before it's too late?
  Lost on the Amazon R. A. Montgomery,2006-05 THE
AMAZON RIVER BASIN IS HOME TO THE GREATEST
BIODIVERSITY ON PLANET EARTH. WILL IT YIELD UP ITS
POTENTIAL CURES? OR SINK YOU IN ITS DEPTHS?
Strange tropical diseases can wipe out whole
communities in days. And in this age of modern
travel, they can morph into worldwide epidemics in
mere weeks. You are a young doctor specializing in
such threats. Now you face a journey into the
heart of the Amazon jungle where your medical team
has mysteriously disappeared in the search for a
cure. For hours you travel with the light of
stars. Owaduga, could it be the Amazons who
captured my friends? The canoe twists in the
current. Be quiet You look into the darkness.
Nothing The dugout bumps against a submerged log.
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There on the bank is a tall, strong looking
figure. It is a woman. There are others behind
her. Owaduga speaks. If you wish, why not ask her?
If you ask these women for help, turn to page 11.
If you ask Owaduga to speak for you, turn to page
33. YOU choose what happens next
  Amazon Adventure Sy Montgomery,2017-07-04
Considered the “lungs of the world,” the Amazon
provides a full fifth of the world’s oxygen, and
every year unsustainable human practices destroy
2.7 million acres. What can be done to help?
That’s where Project Piaba comes in. Join the
award-winning author Sy Montgomery and the
photographer Keith Ellenbogen as they traverse the
river and rainforest to discover how tiny fish,
called piabas, can help preserve the Amazon, its
animals, and the rich legacy of its people. Amazon
Adventure is an eye-opening—and ultimately
hopeful—exploration of how humanity’s practices
are affecting and shaping not only the Amazon, but
our entire environment.
  The Fifteen Amazon Adventure Jason
Gold,2014-10-15 It was supposed to be a vacation,
but the passengers on board the luxury flight had
no way of knowing they would soon be crashing into
the Amazon jungle. Follow the survivors as they
battle against overwhelming odds to stay alive and
escape. Crash landed! Injured! Hunted! A thrilling
fight against all adds. Kids will love this story
of bravery and teamwork. For Kids Aged 7 to 14.
This is a good book for those students learning
the English Language.
  Through the Jungle Norbert Paul,2015-09-16 The
modern world collides with ancient cultures as a
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family of four is transported from their
comfortable suburban life to a raw exciting
adventure in the Brazilian jungles of the Amazon
River Basin. Neil Williams is living the
comfortable suburban dream. Accomplished wife.
Great kids. Rocking the daily grind. One day an
old friend calls him and tells him that he is in
danger and would like Neil to come help him out.
The small catch; he's in the Amazon Rain Forest
and he has been kidnapped. With his wife, Kelly,
and two children, 17 year old Collin and 15 year
old daughter Alex, the family ventures into the
vast unknown of the Amazon and encounter many
dangers; flesh devouring insects, wild animals,
savage tribes, dangerous enemies and the
treacherous environment. But they also see the
best of the Amazon; make new friends, observe
ancient cultures and cultural practices, interact
with wildlife in its natural habitat, view and
explore beautiful landscapes, taste unique and
delectable food and learn about ancient
prophecies. A journey of a lifetime. An adventure
without compare. A contemporary Amazon adventure
  The Lost City of Z David Grann,2009-02-24 #1 NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of Killers
of the Flower Moon and The Wager comes a
masterpiece of narrative nonfiction “with all the
pace and excitement of a movie thriller”(The New
York Times) that unravels the greatest exploration
mystery of the twentieth century—the story of the
legendary British explorer who ventured into the
Amazon jungle in search of a fabled civilization
and never returned. [Grann is] one of the
preeminent adventure and true-crime writers
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working today.—New York Magazine After stumbling
upon a hidden trove of diaries, acclaimed writer
David Grann set out to determine what happened to
the British explorer Percy Fawcett and his quest
for the Lost City of Z. For centuries Europeans
believed the Amazon, the world’s largest rain
forest, concealed the glittering kingdom of El
Dorado. Thousands had died looking for it, leaving
many scientists convinced that the Amazon was
truly inimical to humankind. In 1925 Fawcett
ventured into the Amazon to find an ancient
civilization, hoping to make one of the most
important discoveries in history. Then he
vanished. Over the years countless perished trying
to find evidence of his party and the place he
called “The Lost City of Z.” In this masterpiece,
journalist David Grann interweaves the
spellbinding stories of Fawcett’s quest for “Z”
and his own journey into the deadly jungle. Look
for David Grann’s latest bestselling book, The
Wager!
  Hunter's Amazon Adventure B. J.
O'neill,2006-02-01 The Amazon Sweepstakes winners
unknowingly are going on the trip from Hell.
First, the leader of the tour is nearly killed
when an enemy put a bushmaster snake in his car.
The resulting crash causes his son, just out of
college, to take over the trip with a seasoned
native to help. We switch to the natives and their
problems. The chiefs son is ill. The natives are
worried about succession. A cousin is trying to
take over. The chief is unsure of the ability of
his son. The son is trying hard to measure up, but
his health interferes. A plane crash and capture
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by natives are only part of their troubles. A
miraculous turn of events turns natives into
friends, and they send the hapless tourists on
their way. Add falling in love and patching up a
marriage to the mix, and there you have it.
  Amazon Adventure Pamila Daniel,2012-07-13 The
Amazon holds a wealth of dark secrets ...Dr.
Katherine Dean and her husband Richard discovered
one of those secrets on an expedition twenty years
ago, and the stress of keeping it from the world
killed him. Now, Katherine has asked her son and
his family to take their find back to the mystical
lake, Agua Lua, before anyone else discovers it.
But too many people already know - a crazy
scientist, out for revenge, a big game hunter
looking for his next trophy, and a criminal in
search of treasure.But the real treasure has lain
hidden for over four hundred years. Will the Deans
find it before the others? Will they even survive
the journey?This book is a script-form novel,
which means it is in present tense like a film
script. It also has shorter, more succinct
descriptions, as a script would. The gist of the
story is told with the dialogue. I love writing in
the script format - it's like writing a long,
fluid poem. I consider it an art form unto itself.
I hope to turn most of them into films eventually,
but until I can, I'm content to publish my scripts
in these books. It will take the reader a minute
or two to adjust to the format, then you can sail
through my stories easily and quickly; fast-paced
books for a busy world. I hope you like them.
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As recognized, adventure as skillfully as
experience about lesson, amusement, as competently
as bargain can be gotten by just checking out a
ebook Amazon Adventure also it is not directly
done, you could give a positive response even more
nearly this life, in the region of the world.

We meet the expense of you this proper as capably
as simple exaggeration to acquire those all. We
find the money for Amazon Adventure and numerous
books collections from fictions to scientific
research in any way. accompanied by them is this
Amazon Adventure that can be your partner.
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Edward de Bono,
including Six
Thinking Hats,
and Lateral
Thinking: A
Textbook of
Creativity, ...
Color Revival
3rd Edition:
Undestanding
... Color
Analysis is the
art and science
of looking at
one's hair,
eyes and skin
to determine
their natural
coloring, or
'season'. Color
Revival 3rd
Edition:
Undestanding
Advanced ...
Updated edition
of "Color

Revival:
Understanding
the advanced 12
& 16 season
color analysis
theory". Color
Analysis is the
art and science
of looking
at ... Color
Revival 3rd
Edition:
Undestanding
Advanced ...
Color Revival
3rd Edition:
Undestanding
Advanced
Seasonal Color
Analysis Theory
by Lora
Alexander
(2014-03-22) on
Amazon.com.
*FREE* shipping
on
qualifying ...
Color Revival
3rd Edition:
Undestanding
Advanced ...
Updated edition
of "Color
Revival:
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Understanding
the advanced 12
& 16 season
color analysis
theory." Color
Analysis is the
art and science
of looking
at ... Color
Revival 3rd
Edition:
Undestanding
Advanced ...
Home EB-Books
Color Revival
3rd Edition:
Undestanding
Advanced
Seasonal Color
Analysis Theory
; Stock Photo ·
Cover May Be
Different ;
ISBN 10:
1478300604 ;
ISBN 13 ...
Understanding
Advanced Color
Analysis 4th
Ed. ... "Color
Revival" is all
about Color
Analysis. From
the simplest

concepts to the
most complex,
you will learn
how to use
color to look
your absolute
best. Book:
Color Revival
by Lora
Alexander Sep
8, 2015 —
Today, it
arrived! The
last of the
color analysis
books I have
recently
bought. "Color
Revival" --
"Understanding
advanced color
analysis".
Understanding
the 12 Season
Color Analysis
System ... Dec
10, 2009 — Easy
to understand
charts and
photos help
explain it in
its simplest
terms. Included
are full

palettes for
each of the 12
seasons, as
well as ...
Colour Third
Edition Colour
Third Edition.
A workshop for
artists,
designers ...
colour theory
and practice to
inspire
confidence and
understanding
in anyone
working with
colour.
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